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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
The Odd Fellows Lodge in Tillamook hosted its
annual Pumpkin Patch event for grades K-3. A F&W
Trooper attended the two day event and presented
information to approximately 700 children regarding
the importance enforcing fish and wildlife laws. The
children were excited to play games where they
identified wildlife and to have the opportunity to see
and touch wildlife exhibits.

On Tuesday, October 30th, a F&W Trooper
responded to assist the Douglas County Sheriff’s
Office in a search for a lost hiker in the Mt. Thielsen
wilderness. The hiker had become lost, cold and
wet due to the snow falling over the two days prior.
The 36 year old female activated her emergency
alert locater. The Trooper, assisted by a friend,
rode into the wilderness on horseback with an
extra horse for the lost hiker. The ride started midmorning and ended after 6pm, covering about 18
miles of snow covered trails. The hiker was located
and rode the extra horse back out to safety.

A F&W Trooper met with The Dalles Rod and Gun Club where 20 people attended. The Trooper provided an
update on a large-scale F&W investigation that began in The Dalles local area two years ago. Other general
fish and wildlife enforcement questions were answered as well.

ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF WILDLIFE
F&W Troopers from the Albany office ran an evening Wildlife Enforcement Decoy operation in Marion County.
Approximately 15 minutes before the end of legal light, a pickup with a large light bar drove slowly up the
road and illuminated the decoy. The driver opened the door and fired one shot, striking the decoy. Upon
contact, the driver stepped out of the truck and his meth pipe fell out of his pocket. The driver subsequently
provided the troopers with a zip lock bag containing meth. The subject was cited and released for Hunting
Prohibited Area- State Park, Shooting From The Roadway, and Using Prohibited Ammunition (FMJ
bullets). He was also cited for PCS meth and his rifle was seized as evidence.
A F&W Trooper from the Enterprise office contacted a subject who claimed he was bear hunting and a
second subject who claimed he was coyote hunting while the rest of their party was elk hunting. They were
both cited for Hunting Without an Elk Tag For The Unit.

F&W Troopers from the Baker City office were patrolling in the Sumpter Unit during the first controlled bull
elk season. They contacted a group that had just finished loading a bull elk into a pickup. The troopers
quickly suspected loaning and borrowing of an elk tag had occurred. They conducted an investigation
and determined one subject in the group killed the bull elk without a hunting license or elk tag and another
subject came to their location and tagged it for them. The shooter was lodged in jail for Unlawful Take/
Possession of Big Game Animal-Elk, Borrowing Big Game Tag and No Resident Hunting License.
The other subject was cited and released for Loaning Big Game Tag. The elk was seized.

A F&W Trooper from the Albany office received a complaint regarding a male subject who
shot a deer on a public road. Troopers located the suspect vehicle and made contact with
the subject. Subsequent to an interview, the passenger admitted to shooting a buck deer
between private property and the paved road. The troopers seized the gun of the male
passenger, and located the deceased trophy buck with the help of the original complainant.
The male subject will be criminally cited for Hunting Prohibited Area: Public Road and
Unlawful Take/Possession of Buck Deer.

F&W Troopers from the St. Helens office responded to a report from a person hearing a gun shot in close
proximity to his residence. The reporting party drove a short distance down the road and located a dead buck
lying in the middle of the road with no suspect around. A patrol trooper and Columbia County Sheriff’s Deputies
also responded to the scene to assist. The suspect returned to harvest the deer. The investigation found that
the subject shot the deer after legal hours from the roadway with the aid of an artificial light. The suspect was
cited for Unlawful Take of Buck Deer and the deer and rifle were seized.
A F&W Trooper from the Roseburg office responded to a trespass complaint in which a land owner had caught
a subject hunting elk on private property. He told the subject to leave after shooting at a bull elk. He later caught
the same subject hunting elk near the same location. He detained the subject until OSP arrived. The trespasser
was subsequently arrested for Hunting in Violation of Criminal Trespass. A rifle was seized as evidence.

A F&W Trooper from the McMinnville office completed an investigation into the unlawful take of two black
tail deer. After seizing a road struck deer from a suspect’s residence on October 19th, the trooper received a
complaint on October 27th of a subject who killed a buck on private property, blatantly going past posted signs
and road blocks. Witnesses heard rifle shots coming from a known problem spot and went to the area. The
witnesses provided license plates and a photo of the suspect. It was the same individual the trooper contacted
days prior. A second trooper assisted in the interview and seized the buck deer, which was tagged by a juvenile
hunting with his father. The father was cited for Aiding in a Wildlife Offense on this case. The trooper later
visited the scene with the witnesses and located an antlerless deer deceased, which appeared to have been
shot in the lower jaw, and around the same time frame. The witnesses provided statements indicating two
adults were seen standing over the doe, and the doe was seen in that spot alive an hour prior to the incident.
Troopers re-contacted the suspect at his home, which was the third time in two weeks. After 20 minutes of lying,
the suspect eventually admitted that his son also shot the doe and when confronted by the owners, they left it
there. A Winchester .30-.30 lever action was seized as evidence. Additional charges of Aiding and Waste of a
Game Mammal are being referred for consideration.

A F&W Trooper from the Astoria office received a call from an ODFW employee at Jewell Meadows State
Wildlife Refuge, who reported he was out with a suspect that shot a buck deer on the refuge at night. Troopers
responded to the location and interviewed two suspects. Upon questioning the suspects, it was determined
they were driving on Hwy 202 past the refuge when a buck deer crossed the roadway. The driver of the
vehicle pulled to the side of the road and shot the deer out of the driver’s side window. Both the driver and the
passenger then quickly loaded the deer in the back seat of their vehicle and were about to leave the scene
when the ODFW employee approached them. The driver of the vehicle was criminally cited for Unlawful Take/
Possession of Buck Deer on a Wildlife Refuge, Hunting Prohibited Hours, and Hunting from a Motor
Vehicle. The passenger was criminally cited for Aiding/Counseling in a Wildlife Offense.
On the final day of Western Oregon general deer season, F&W Troopers conducted a Wildlife Enforcement
Decoy operation in rural Yamhill County. More than 90 minutes after legal shooting light expired; a slow moving
vehicle with a light bar approached the decoy. Troopers heard a subject chamber a round in a bolt action rifle
before taking one shot at the decoy. The vehicle began to drive away while the passenger pointed the rifle out
of the window down the roadway before troopers got the vehicle stopped. The shooter was cited for Hunting
Prohibited Hours and a .300 Win Mag rifle was seized as evidence. The driver was also cited for Aiding in a
Wildlife Offense.
F&W Troopers conducted a Wildlife Enforcement Decoy operation in rural Tillamook County in the Trask unit.
A vehicle stopped and illuminated the decoy with its headlights. The passenger exited the vehicle with a 7mm
magnum rifle and shot twice at the decoy from 30 feet away. The decoy was hit on the second shot and fell
over knocking the antlers off. The shooter was cited for Hunting Prohibited Hours.
F&W Troopers conducted a nighttime Wildlife Enforcement Decoy operation in rural Yamhill County. After
legal shooting light, a vehicle stopped on the paved portion of the roadway and the male driver and female
passenger both exited the vehicle and both suspects shot twice at the decoy. Both suspects were cited for
Unlawful Take/Possession of Buck Deer and two rifles were seized as evidence.

F&W Troopers conducted a nighttime Wildlife Enforcement Decoy operation just inside the Coos Mountain
Access Area. A vehicle approached the decoy and stopped approximately 30 feet away, with the decoy
directly in its headlights. A passenger then got out of the vehicle and stated “there is something wrong with
this deer.” He then attempted to shoot the decoy, but experienced a rifle malfunction. He then fixed the
malfunction, loaded another round and fired at the decoy but missed. He was noticeably impaired from
alcohol. The troopers contacted the subjects and found several open beer cans in the vehicle. The subject
that shot at the decoy was criminally cited for Hunting Prohibited Area – Public Road, Hunting Prohibited
Hours, and cited for Hunting with Artificial Light, with the charge of Unlawful Take Buck Deer referred to
the Coos County DA for consideration. The driver of the vehicle was issued citations for Aiding/Counseling
in a Wildlife Offense and Open Container of Alcohol. A Ruger M77 .30-06 rifle was seized.

F&W Troopers conducted an early morning Wildlife Enforcement Decoy operation on the “Stimson Mainline”
area near Gaston. Each day during deer season, approximately 200 vehicles checked into the 36,000 acre
area through a single point. Before the legal shooting time a vehicle approached the decoy set and stopped
30 yards from the decoy and then moved only 10 yards from the decoy. A F&W Trooper moved in closer to
send the vehicle on its way. When he got within arms-reach of the trucks tailgate, the passenger opened the
door and fired his rifle at the decoy. The passenger was cited criminally for Unlawful Take Buck Deer and
the .30-06 rifle was seized as evidence. The driver was also cited criminally for Aiding in a Wildlife Offense.

On October 18, 2018 a F&W Trooper from the Oakridge
office responded to an elk hunting complaint during
the general cascade bull elk rifle season on private
lands near Oakridge. The investigation revealed the
subject was shooting at a spike bull elk that was
with a herd of elk in a pasture along the county road.
After firing three shots, three elk went down. When
the trooper arrived he observed the subject tagging
a spike bull elk and saw two cow elk down that died
shortly after his arrival. Additionally, the subject was
using a prohibited weapon. The weapon was a semi
-automatic rifle with a magazine capacity of more
than five rounds. The subject was cited criminally
for Unlawful Take of Spike Bull Elk with a SemiAutomatic Rifle with a Magazine Capacity of More
than Five Rounds, and also cited for two criminal
counts of Unlawful Take of Cow Elk. All three elk
were seized and salvaged for donation. The subjects
rifle was also seized as evidence. A F&W Trooper
from the Springfield office responded to the location
and assisted with the investigation and salvage of the
elk.

A F&W Sergeant received a complaint regarding a group of hunters in the Keating Unit during the first controlled
bull elk season. The information alleged that the group was party hunting and a member of the group shot
a bull elk and another member of the group tagged it. The sergeant located the group and conducted an
investigation. It was determined as reported that a younger hunter shot and killed a bull elk and an older
hunter’s tag was placed on it. The younger hunter was cited and released for Failure To Immediately Validate
Big Game Tag and Borrowing Big Game Tag.

A F&W Trooper followed up on a report from a person concerning the take of a black tail spike buck near
Cottage Grove. The trooper interviewed a subject who admitted to killing a spike buck in the Melrose unit the
third week of October. Further investigation revealed the subject had used a prohibited caliber rifle (.204) and
had not validated the Western Deer Rifle tag for which the subject thought a spike deer was legal. Deer parts,
meat, tag and rifle were seized and the subject was issued criminal citations for Unlawful Take/Possession
of Spike Buck Deer and Hunting Prohibited Method: Rifle and Caliber Restrictions.

F&W Troopers responded to a report of a hunter in the Ochoco Unit who accidently shot a cow elk while
shooting at a bull. The hunter self-reported and salvaged the animal. The hunter was given a warning for
Unlawful Take Cow Elk, and the cow elk was seized.

A F&W Trooper received a TIP regarding a black
bear killed and possibly wasted. The trooper located
the dead bear and more than a mile away, a bait
site, shooting lane, and tree stand. The bear had
been killed five days prior, with the head and paws
removed, and was drug a distance with an ATV
where the suspect was trespassing on private timber
land. The bait site had been there for some time
and there was considerable bear scat in the area.
The trooper tracked marks from the bait sight and
determined the bear was killed 15 yards from the bait
site, and within the shooting lane to the tree stand.
Troopers placed a trail camera in the area and got
pictures of the suspect going to and from the site.
Troopers interviewed the suspect at his residence
and he admitted to killing the bear next to the feeder.
The bear skull, rifle and an un-validated bear tag
was seized as evidence. The suspect was cited for
Unlawful Take of Bear over Bait.

A F&W Trooper from the Albany office assisted the Linn County Sheriff’s Office, Oregon Department of
Forestry, and Sweet Home Fire District in the recovery of a 73 year old deer hunter. The hunter experienced
extreme fatigue, due to medical issues, after he pursued a buck deer deep into a brushy canyon in a remote
area of Linn County. The hunter had difficulty coming out of the canyon and radioed to his hunting partner for
help. The hunting partner had to drive a significant distance in order to get phone service. The friend called
for emergency services and then led them to the location of the stranded hunter. The partnering agencies
were able to locate, evaluate, and guide the hunter out of the canyon to safety.

A F&W Trooper from the Enterprise office contacted a group who had apparently killed a spike bull elk.
Closer inspection of the elk revealed that it had been a 2X2 bull elk and they had chopped the forks off of the
antlers with an axe in an attempt to conceal the crime. The subject was cited for Unlawful Take Bull Elk and
another member of the group was cited for Aiding In a Game Violation.

F&W Troopers from the Albany office conducted a Wildlife Enforcement Decoy operation. A F&W sergeant
observed a male subject stop at the decoy, back up, and retrieve a gun out of the trunk of his vehicle. The
subject then shot the decoy. When interviewed, the subject stated he got really excited because he had
never killed a buck. The troopers recognized the subject from him driving through their previous decoy
operation when they had a different shooter stopped at the same location. The subject was criminally cited
for Hunting Prohibited Hours. Two guns were seized as evidence.

A F&W Trooper worked out of the John Day office during the first Rocky Mountain Elk season. During that
time he contacted a subject, near the Camp Creek TMA, that had just finished packing out a bull elk head. A
check of the subject’s resident license and tag showed that it had a Beaverton address. The trooper asked
for the subject’s driver’s license and saw that he had an Idaho driver’s license. After further questioning,
the subject admitted that he had not lived in Oregon since 2006, and had actually moved from Washington
to Idaho in April. The subject admitted that the Beaverton address was for a sandwich shop. The elk that
he had shot that morning was about a mile into the woods, so troopers and the subject packed the elk out
of the woods. The subject was cited and released criminally for Unlawful Take Bull Elk No Non Resident
License or Non Resident Elk Tag, and for Possession of Falsely Applied for License/Tag. The elk was
seized.

A F&W Sergeant contacted a subject who was outside his vehicle with a rifle glassing for elk. The subject
claimed to have a bull elk tag but could not find it. The subject denied party hunting and said he would go
back to camp and get his tag. He was cited for No Big Game Tag in Possession. About an hour later
a second subject from the same family was contacted hiking with a rifle. The subject claimed to be bear
hunting but could not produce a license or tag. Ultimately, the subject admitted he was hunting for bear and
elk but had not bought a license or tag for either animal. The subject was cited/released for No Big Game
Tag.

F&W Troopers contacted a group of hunters near Kelly
Prairie who had used an ATV to retrieve a downed elk
on a closed road. The hunters ATV had no sticker or
permit allowing access to drive around a locked Forest
Service gate. The owner of the ATV was contacted and
cited for Violating Posted Restrictions and Operation
Without Permits or Decals.

F&W Aircraft Enforcement Flights
On a night flight, in the Prospect area, a F&W pilot and an ODFW employee, helping as spotter, located a vehicle
well after dark on a closed road in the travel management area. The plane, with the aid of night vision, could see
lights on the ground on the hill above the vehicle. Troopers were waiting near the area on the closed road when
one of the hunters walked out and another trooper contacted the vehicle. A trooper followed one subject to a
5x5 bull elk he had killed. The elk was a legal kill, however the driver was in Violation of a Travel Management
Area, and a citation was issued to him. The other five had not traveled in the vehicle as they had been working
on quartering the elk and getting it packed out to the closed road.

A F&W pilot was conducting a night flight near the Roseburg area and saw what appeared to be an artificial
light cast from both sides of the vehicle. F&W Troopers contacted the subjects in the vehicle. Two subjects were
subsequently cited for Cast Artificial Light from a Motorized Vehicle while in Possession of a Weapon.

F&W Troopers from the Albany office conducted an enforcement night flight operation. A F&W pilot observed a
vehicle casting a light out of both the driver and passenger side of the vehicle and directed the troopers to the
vehicle. The vehicle was located on Weyerhaeuser permit access only property. The troopers found the vehicle
parked in a unit. Subsequent to an interview, the passenger admitted he would have considered shooting a buck
if they would have seen one while casting. Both subjects were criminally cited for Hunting with Artificial Light
and Criminal Trespass II. Two rifles and two flashlights were seized as evidence.

Mid-Valley F&W Troopers conducted a night flight operation over Linn and Marion Counties. The F&W pilot
in the plane observed a vehicle traveling at a very slow pace and also observed a light shining out of both the
driver and passenger sides of the vehicle. The pilot successfully guided troopers to the vehicle which was
contacted approximately six miles on private property. Upon contact, troopers observed a male and female
subject standing outside the vehicle as they were attempting to retrieve their hounds. The subjects explained
they were “exercising their dogs”. Troopers seized a loaded 9mm pistol from the driver’s side door and a loaded
.17 Caliber rifle located next to the passenger’s seat. The female operator and male passenger were both cited
for Casting While Armed-Violation and Criminal Trespass With a Firearm-Misdemeanor. Both guns were
seized as evidence.

The Central Point/Grants Pass F&W team worked in conjunction with a F&W pilot, and plane to catch spot
lighters. About an hour after legal shooting hours, the pilot spotted a vehicle casting out the passenger side of
the vehicle south of Willow Lake. When contacted, the people spotlighting were not at their vehicle but up on a
hillside. A female suspect was called down off the hill using the PA, however, her husband decided he did not
want to come down. The female suspect, at first, said she shot at a bobcat and they walked up on the hill to look
for it. She said her husband, a felon and on probation, was not the one that shot and did not have any guns but
had decided to flee the area. The female admitted to shooting at “eyes.” She was arrested for Hunting With the
Aid of Light, Hunting With the Aid of a Motor Vehicle and Hunting Prohibited Hours. There was a .270 rifle
in the back seat and a spotlight in the front seat of their vehicle.

MARINE FISHERIES TEAM
A F&W Marine Fisheries Team Trooper checked recreational crabbers in Bandon, and a consent
search of one crabber’s cooler revealed 10 undersize male Dungeness crab. The subject was under
the impression that the correct measurement was “point to point”. The subject was cited for Take/
Possession Undersize Male Dungeness Crab.

A F&W Trooper watched a subject fishing on the upper Nehalem River in Elsie. This portion of the
Nehalem is closed to all angling during this time of year. He watched as the subject nervously looked
around while he was angling, and contacted him as he left the river. The subject had three cutthroat
trout in a bucket, and did not have an angling license. The subject was cited and released criminally
for Take Cutthroat Trout Closed Season.

Marine Fisheries Team Troopers conducted two separate boat patrols on the Coos River and Millicoma
River with a NOAA Fisheries Officer as part of a NOAA Fisheries Enforcement Plan. In total, fortyseven contacts were made.

SHELLFISH AND ANGLING
A F&W Trooper conducted a shellfish patrol at night on Tillamook Bay. During this patrol he contacted
one subject who advised he had retained multiple Dungeness crab. Upon further inspection the subject
had retained six undersized male Dungeness crab. That subject was cited for Unlawful Possession of
Undersize Dungeness Crab.
A F&W Trooper from the Astoria office received a
complaint of a group of recreational crabbers making
multiple trips out of the Hammond Boat Basin and
exceeding the bag limit of crab. Upon arrival, the trooper
contacted a group matching the description and found
them well under the limit of crab. By coincidence, a
Patrol Trooper stopped a vehicle for speed on Highway
30 with a lone occupant that had two coolers in the
back. A consent search turned up a large number of
Dungeness crab, grossly in excess of the daily bag
limit. The subject was in possession of one hundred
and twenty-five Dungeness crab, but claimed he was
on a boat with nine other people who all gave him their
crab, though he couldn’t remember any of their names.
The subject did not have a wildlife transport slip in
possession. Both the subject of the traffic stop and the
group contacted by the F&W Trooper denied knowing each other or having been out with each other that
day, despite having the same last name. The subject of the traffic stop was cited criminally for Exceeding
the Daily Bag Limit of Dungeness Crab and one hundred and thirteen crab were seized and donated to
a local food bank.
A F&W Trooper from the Albany office received a tip about three male subjects taking salmon on the
South Santiam River near Waterloo. The trooper contacted one of subjects and ultimately cited him for
No Resident Angling License. He then contacted another subject at his residence. The subject admitted
to catching a salmon and retaining it. The subject was criminally cited for Unlawful Take Salmon. The
salmon was seized.
A F&W Trooper contacted a boat at the Rainier boat ramp with four occupants. The group had been fishing
for salmon in the Columbia River which was closed to salmon fishing. The boat owner stated a friend let
them know the Columbia River was closed so they terminated their fishing trip and had no fish on board.
The boat owner then looked at the trooper and blurted out that he had lied and they actually had two adult
Chinook and a jack salmon on board. All three fish were seized for donation. Three of the anglers were
issued citations for Take / Possession of Fish Closed Season.

CASE DISPOSITION

A Salem area F&W Trooper investigated a case in March 2018 where two male subjects who had
trespassed onto a piece of private property, shot a doe deer and then left the scene prior to police
arrival. The two suspects were located and admitted to shooting the deer and knew that there was
not a valid deer season at the time. A rifle was seized and one of the male subjects was cited for Take
Antlerless Deer and the other was cited for Aiding/Counseling in a Wildlife Offense. The disposition
on the case from the Benton County Court resulted in both subjects receiving a three year hunting
suspension, the subject who shot the doe was ordered to pay fines and restitution to ODFW for the
amount of $1,000.00 and forfeiture of the rifle.

TURN IN POACHERS
PREFERENCE POINTS -OR- CASH REWARDS
5 Points-Bighorn Sheep
5 Points-Rocky Mountain Goat
5 Points-Moose
5 Points-Wolf
4 Points-Elk
4 Points-Deer
4 Points-Antelope
4 Points-Bear
4 Points-Cougar

$1,000 Bighorn Sheep
$1,000 Rocky Mountain Goat
$1,000 Moose
$500 Elk, Deer & Antelope
$300 Bear, Cougar & Wolf
$300 Habitat Destruction
$200 Illegally obtaining license/tags
$100 Game Fish & Shellfish
$100 Upland Birds, Waterfowl &Fur Bearers

The TIP program offers preference point rewards or cash rewards for information leading to an
arrest or issuance of a citation for the unlawful take/possession or waste of big game mammals.

WHAT SHOULD I REPORT?
- Nature of violation or activity observed or advised about
- Location of activity (Road, Milepost, GPS, etc.)
- Date and time of violation/activity
- Description of any vehicle involved
- Name and/or description of violator
Click here to access the TIP form

1-800-452-7888 or *OSP(677)

TIP@state.or.us

Oregon State Police work hand-in-hand with the Oregon Hunters Association and the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife to ensure the preservation of wildlife resources.

OREGON STATE POLICE
Interested in becoming an Oregon State Police Fish and Wildlife Trooper?
For information, please visit our website at:

www.osptrooper.com

Questions? Please call 503-378-4931

FISH & WILDLIFE DIVISION

“Assuring compliance with the laws which protect and enhance the long-term health and
equitable utilization of Oregon’s fish, wildlife, and habitat resources.”
Follow us on Twitter: @OSP_Fish

